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HOW TO MAKE A DEPOSIT 1.0
The first thing to consider on the platform after registration is to decide
on the type of investment you will want to execute on the platform.
The platform provides 3 basic investment program and they are all
funded from the cash balance.
To make a deposit on the platform you are required to visit the FUNDS
SECTION on your Navigation bar.

Diagram 1.0

After clicking on the Deposit Funds you will be shown a page similar to
the image below, you can enter the amount you want to deposit in the
deposit form, you can decide to save up your funds if not sufficient until
you have enough to buy into any of the plans.
After entering the amount into the form then select your preferred
payment method from the drop down below.

Diagram 1.0.1

In the Deposit Funds ($) form you need to enter the amount of money
you want to deposit from the dashboard…

HOW TO DEPOSIT FOR BINARY MATRIX PLAN 1.1
For instance, to participate in the binary matrix plan you need to
deposit a fund of $100, you do this by typing 100 into the form. The

platform will assume this has $100 (PLEASE NOTE: $ is not the same as
the AMERICAN $ USD).
After you must have typed in 100 and selected your preferred payment
method, click on the deposit fund button for you to see the equivalent
amount in “₦” Naira, “$” US Dollar, and “Ƀ” Bitcoin…for this example
we have choose to pay via MOBILE BANKING (NGN) (NGN…meaning
only available for Nigerians).
You should see a webpage similar to the image below requesting you to
make payment in GREEN to an account in RED. After you must have
made your mobile payment, you are expected to provide additional
information like your Transaction ID number and Reference number to
help process your deposit within 24 hours which will reflect on your
cash balance.

Diagram 1.1

From which you can now upgrade your account to participate in the
Binary Matrix plan via your dashboard.

Diagram 1.1.0

After your successful upgrade you now will see a count on the
dashboard showing Remaining Downlines the function is to let you
know howmany more people you need to cashout or cycle out from the
Table.
To get you these people assigned under you, we have the MY Refer
Link beside the Free Member and above the Digital Coi₦ wallet.
When you click on it, this open a link to a registration page as shown in
the image below.

Diagram 1.1.2

Now this is how you get to assign or register people under you and as a
sponsor, you can register as many as you want under you, as soon as
they upgrade they will be counted as upgraded members and placed in
your table.
The Tab named MY DOWNLINE on the navigation bar is where you get
information on your referral activities.

Diagram 1.1.3

Mind you if you are not an upgraded account and you click on the
Matrix sub menu, you will find an image prompting you to “upgrade”.

Diagram 1.1.4

When you click on the Matrix submenu you will be shown a similar
page like the one above but with you on top, and those you have
registered via your unique referral links will be displayed under you.
The number count under your username represent the number of
people you have registered but not the number that has upgraded.

Eg demouser1 has 4 people registered. Moreover, to get the
information on them you simply click on Downline Users from the drop
down menu.

Diagram 1.1.5

Diagram 1.1.6

These are the four people referred by demouser1, out of the four three
can be found in the table above as registered upgraded members. You
can get more information on each of your referrals by knowing the total

refer individuals they have registered by clicking on their username.
This helps you to know those of your members that are actually
working to build your table. Do note that a table can be completed by a
single person in other to be dettached from the table, and as soon as
the table splits the owner of the referred person gets the person placed
in his or her table.
Eg if SUZZY where to refer 5 people and demouser (upline) referred 4
the table of 7 is complete and demouser is out of the table and SUZZY
now has her 5 downlines relocated to her **that are on the same
level** if her downlines are displaced to be placed in same level with
SUZZY she will not have them placed under her when they split, instead
this individual will be seperated to now build theirselves out.

Diagram 1.1.7

When you have a table to build and lack the team spirit to do so, we
have the Buy Refers for those that will like to purchase. If the system
has members in it to provide for you then the button to purchase will
show as seen in the image below.

Diagram 1.1.8

This option is best suited for those requiring two or one more referrals
to complete their tables to cycle out.
The price for letting the system fill your legs (not more than two) is at a
cost of $100 deducted from your cash balance.

HOW TO DEPOSIT FOR INVESTMENT PLAN 1.2
The investment plan is a unique system that has 3 different plans that
are always changing with the financial market price of Bitcoin Exchange
rate to dollar.

Diagram 1.2.0

In order to launch an investment plan you need to do this via the
investment calculator where you can increase the duration of your
investment and also choose to compound your interest by moving the
slide from 0.
When you must have set all this, you will see the total amount of
returns you will get and the interest that was added to the capital. Next
you clcik on the launch button to now see the equivalent amount in “₦”
Naira, “$” US Dollar, and “Ƀ” Bitcoin…as seen in the image below.
Note: when you choose compounding you cannot withdraw interest
after 30 working days but will get your funds after the investment
tenure.

Diagram 1.2.1

It is from this page you are expected to copy the amount in any
currency of your choice and visit the FUND SECTION and click on
deposit to now make payment based on your preferred payment
method.
After your fund deposit gets confirmed into your cash balance wallet,
you can now come back to the investment calculator to complete the
transaction by clicking on the CONFIRM NOW button. The sum for the
investment plan will be deducted from your cash balance.
In order to confirm your investment plan is registered you can check it
via the FUND SECTION, click on the My Investment submenu. You will
see the record of your investment and the ending date as well.

Diagram 1.2.2

HOW TO DEPOSIT FOR TRADING SYSTEM 1.3
The coin section is for trading Digital Coin, to buy digital coin you need
to know the current price and this can be located on the dashboard as
“coins price”.
You need to pick the price and deposit the sum via the Fund Section,
after which the amount will be remitted on your cash balance for you
to make purchase.
1 Digital Coin is equal to the Coins price value you see on the
dashboard. So when you do intend to see you do need to check the
Coin value with respect to the new Coins Price…it’s advisable to be very
patient when trading the platform coin.
There are factors you need to consider and most important is the buy
price as at when you bought the coin and the sell price as at when you
want to sell the coin.
As a rule of thumb always make sure that the sell price is more than the
buy price you purchased the coin so as to make gain when you want to
sell the coin. These rates are visible on the home page of the platform.

Diagram 1.3.0

For instance you purchase 1 Digital coin at 2501 usd when next you
want to sell you need to wait till the Coin Sell Price surpass your intial
buy price.

HOW TO MAKE A WITHDRAWAL 2.0
Withdrawal request can be done via the FUNDS SECTION you will see
the withdraw Funds submenu under the Deposit Funds as seen in the
image below.

Diagram 2.0.0

Do note that the withdrawal of your cash balance earnings are going to
be done via the platform sell rates as shown in the example diagram
1.3.0 above.
Mind you, it is most suitable to initiate a withdrawal from your
investment earnings and not from your deposited funds, since both are
credited in your cash balance wallet.

Your Investment plans earnings are automatically deposited to your
cash balance wallet and the daily earnings wallet is basically to record
the amount you have earned so far. A better summary can be found on
My Investment Tab as described in the image below, you should find a
page similar to the diagram 1.2.2 above.

Diagram 2.0.1

When earnings have accumulated for 30 working days, they are
automatically auto deposited into your cash balance wallet for easy
withdrawal.
If you initiate an investment plan with compounding, depending on the
percentage of your interest you want re-invested, you will only be
seeing the Daily earnings wallet show you howmuch in total you have

earned till date but it will not auto deposit after 30 working days (only if
you compounding percentage choosen is 100%) , but after the tenure
of investment has expired will it do so.
On the withdrawal page you will be required to provide the amount
you want to withdraw from your cash balance wallet and also provide
the account number/address (either for bank or OKpay or Bitcoin) or
Email (for other future additional payment integration in the future
that will require such) and then finally your choice of payment.
There are 3 types of payment withdrawal request on the platform, you
can request to be paid in bitcoin, USD (American Dollar) or Local
currency (eg Naira [accepted for now]).
Please note that there is a withdrawal limit of $1000 that can executed
at once…the system will not allow you to process more than this.

Diagram 2.0.2

Depending on the payment method of your choice and information of
the Account/Email you provide will the type of payment be paid. Eg
OKPAY (USD) means you want to be paid in USD and will receive the
funds via your OKPAY wallet ID account you have supplied.

After you must have filled this three forms you click on the withdraw
Funds button and will be loaded to another page similar to the image
below.

Diagram 2.0.3

This is where you will be required to input your secured code to finish
the withdrawal transaction.
For every withdrawal request you are always required to provide a
secured pincode to approve the processing of your withdrawal amount.
This pin code is the same one you provided during registration and
should be kept secret, without your pincode you will not be able to
complete your withdrawal transactions.

HOW TO MAKE A MATIRX WITHDRAWAL 2.1

Diagram 2.1.0

You will find the Matrix Earnings wallet on your dashboard, it stores all
your cycle out or cash out earnings in this wallet. They are not
automatically added to your cash balance wallet like the investmet
plans, you have to do a wallet transferr for this.

Diagram 2.1.1

It is from this page you have access to transfer both your Matrix
earnings and referral earnings to your cash balance wallet.
You can decide to either transfer all the funds or keep some in this
respective wallets.

Diagram 2.1.2

As soon as you are done, you will see changes in the amount in your
cash balance wallet.
After successful transfer of your funds to the cash balance, you can now
repeat step 2.0 to execute a withdrawal of your funds.

HOW TO REFER DOWNLINES 3.0
You get more referral signups via the promotional tab. It consists of the
html code for banners ads that can be embedded into any website if
you are familiar with webpage codes…you simply place the codes
where you want them to appear on your website or blog.

You have your referral link on this page as well so you can use to
register others under you.

Diagram 3.0.0

These promotional tools are your key to a successful 5% commission on
every investment your signups execute on the platform.
5% referral commission are only one time earned on investment plans
and not on matrix plans or trading investments.
Other miscellaneous tabs like company news tab are for company
news and my profile tab is for you to edit your profile details, help
desk is for support and tickets.

Other useful Video resources:
You may find these videos useful if you are not the type that enjoys
reading.
How to deposit investment plan
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ruZlzAOotM0
Matrix Plan
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q6_4Gw7jScA&t=8s
How to trade Coin System
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ym0Lfpxhebk
One of our top representatives created these videos.

